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Materials containing multiple topological characteristics become more exotic when combined with
noncentrosymmetric crystal structures and unusual magnetic phases such as the compensated half-
metal state, which is gapped in one spin direction and conducting in the other. First principles
calculations reveal these multiple topological features in the compensated half-metal Cr2CoAl hav-
ing neither time-reversal nor inversion symmetries. In the absence of (minor) spin-orbit coupling
(SOC), there are (1) a total of twelve pairs of magnetic Weyl points, (2) three distinct sets of triple
nodal points (TNPs) near the Fermi level that are (3) interconnected with six symmetry related
nodal lines. This combination gives rise to fully spin polarized nexus fermions, in a system with
broken time-reversal symmetry but negligible macroscopic magnetic field. The observed high Curie
temperature of 750 K and calculated SOC hybridization mixing of several meV should make these
nexus fermions readily measurable. Unlike topological features discussed for other Heuslers which
emphasize their strong ferromagnetism, this compensated half-metal is impervious to typical mag-
netic fields, thus providing a complementary set of experimental phenomena. Making use of the soft
calculated magnetic state, large magnetic fields can be used to rotate the direction of magnetism,
during which certain topological features will evolve. Our results suggest that these features may be
common in inverse-Heusler systems, particularly the isostructural and isovalent Ga and In analogs.
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Over the past decade various topological phases in in-
sulating, semimetallic, and even metallic materials have
been proposed and intensively investigated due to the va-
riety of exotic properties that emerge, some of which have
been experimentally realized.[1, 2] More recently three-
dimensional (3D) topological features mixing with zero-
dimensional (0D) band-crossings (Dirac, Weyl, multi-
Weyl, and triple-nodal points [TNPs]) have stimulated
further interest,[3] since Dirac and Weyl fermions have
been sought among elementary particles, and conversely
TNP fermions have no counterpart within the standard
model. Nexus fermions are a yet more intricate excita-
tion that have been proposed.
Breaking either parity P or time-reversal T symmetries
in 3D systems, or both, allows Weyl points (WPs)[4] with
topological character to appear. Weyl semimetal (WS)
phases were initially suggested, then observed, in tran-
sition metal monophosphides lacking P symmetry,[5–9]
viz. TaAs. This class shows an unconventional fermiol-
ogy, with nodal loop Fermi surfaces[10] in the bulk re-
sulting in surface Fermi arcs connecting WPs of opposite
chirality,[6–9] leading to unconventional transport prop-
erties such as large magnetoresistance and chiral anomaly
effects. In Weyl semimetals, the impact of breaking of P
symmetry depends on the strength of spin-orbit coupling
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(SOC)[11] which often is small. Partially for this reason,
the magnetic Weyl (semi-)metals, which break T , have
begun to attract more interest. In such magnetic mate-
rials WPs can appear even in the absence of SOC, and
often show a much larger separation due to large spin
polarization.
In addition to the exotic properties of P breaking WSs,
large anomalous Hall effects are expected in T -broken
cases[12, 13] where low carrier densities exist. Since
the number of pairs of WPs in a T -broken semimetal
is odd,[4, 15, 16] fewer WPs are likely than with the
P-broken cases.[12, 13] For example, a large anoma-
lous Hall effect and angle, and a strong anomalous
Nernst effect are proposed in the inverse-Heusler compen-
sated half-semimetal Ti2MnAl,[13, 14] which has mag-
netic WPs just below the Fermi level and the same
structure as Cr2CoAl. Such a large anomalous Hall ef-
fect is also observed recently in a ferromagnetic van der
Waals nodal line semimetal Fe3GeTe2.[17] So far, only a
few candidates have been predicted in the Co-based full
Heuslers[12, 15], half-metallic CrO2,[18] and the tetrago-
nal β-V2OPO4,[16] all of which do possess P symmetry.
No magnetic Weyl phase has yet been observed, whereas
a P-broken WS was observed just a few months after the
predictions.[5, 9]
Another anomalous 0D band-crossing degeneracy is
the TNP. Initially, TNPs were predicted along the sym-
metry line with C3v symmetry in both symmorphic and
nonsymmorphic space groups,[19, 20] and extended to
lines of C6v and C4v symmetries. In the C4v case, SOC
removes the 6-fold degeneracy (considering spin) and re-
sults in reverting to 4-fold Dirac or 2-fold Weyl nodes
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FIG. 1: (a) Structure of the inverse-Heusler Cr2CoAl with the sequence of Cr1-Cr2-Co-Al along the diagonal direction. (b)
Bulk and (001) surface Brillouin zones (BZs) with high symmetry points of the inverse Heusler systems. The dots in the bulk BZ
indicate Weyl points (WPs) with positive (red) and negative (blue) chiralities. There are twelve pairs of WPs protected by the
three twofold rotational axes along the 〈100〉 directions, and six mirrors (M±xy, M±yz, M±zx). (c) Total and atom-resolved
densities of states (DOSs) of Cr2CoAl, showing the half-metallic character. The spin down DOS, with a gap at the Fermi level
EF , is plotted downward.
depending on existence of the T symmetry.[21, 22]
An exotic phase has been expected when a 0D TNP
coincides with a 1D nodal line. This interconnection was
dubbed nexus fermions by Chang et al. who proposed it
along the C3v symmetry line in tungsten carbide WC.[23]
However, that nexus point lies far above the Fermi level
EF in WC. Dispersion around a nexus point has similar-
ities to the low energy excitations of the chiral superfluid
3He-A, as noted by Heikkila¨ and Volovik.[24] Chang et al.
derived an unusual Landau level spectrum quite distinct
from that of Weyl semimetals, suggesting novel magne-
totransport response.[23] No realistic system has been
proposed for such an exotic phase.
In this Rapid Communication we describe a unique
material, Cr2CoAl, that displays all four of the non-
trivial degeneracies mentioned above, as well as ad-
ditional rare properties. Cr2CoAl, with the non-
centrosymmetric inverse Heusler structure, is a ferrimag-
netic metal displaying simultaneous WPs, TNPs, nodal
loops, and nexus fermions in the absence of SOC (which
is minor due partially to cancellations). It is further-
more a half metal, so the various fermionic degeneracies
mentioned above are pure spin. Finally, Cr2CoAl is a
rare compensated half-metal, producing no macroscopic
magnetic field. In the metallic spin-up channel the set of
topologically features lie close to EF .
Due to a combination of space group symmetries in
this system the TNPs appear unexpectedly along the C2v
symmetry line. The Cr2CoZ systems (Z=Al, Ga, In)
show Curie temperatures TC near 750 K, far above room
temperature, and a minute ordered moment (at most a
few hundredths µB),[25] confirming both strong magnetic
coupling and magnetic compensation. The Cr1 local mo-
ment is compensated by antialigned Co and Cr2 local
moments;[26, 27] the Cr1 and Co sites form edge-sharing
tetrahedra and Cr2 sites form octahedra, as displayed in
Fig. 1(a). We will focus on Cr2CoAl where correlation
corrections reveal a half-metallic electronic structure.[27]
Our results suggest that several of these features may be
common in magnetic inverse-Heusler systems.
II. CALCULATIONAL METHODS
Our ab initio calculations were based on the gener-
alized gradient approximation[28] (GGA) implemented
in the all-electron full-potential code wien2k.[29] Some
topological aspects were confirmed by another full-
potential local-orbital code fplo-18.[30] The same de-
tailed conditions were used in these calculations as in our
previous study.[27] For these intermetallic compounds,
correlation beyond GGA was excluded as its primary ef-
fect is solely to widen the down-spin gap,[31] producing a
compensated half-metal state without affecting the spin-
up bands with the topological character. These inverse-
Heusler systems have the symmorphic but noncentrosym-
metric F 4¯3m (No. 216) space group, comprised of all
cubic point group operations except inversion. Its bulk
Brillouin zone (BZ) of fcc shape is displayed in Fig. 1(b).
The topological characters are investigated by the hy-
brid Wannier function charge center approach.[32] From
the band structure obtained from wien2k, a tight-
binding representation was generated in terms of max-
imally localized Wannier functions as implemented in
the wannier90[33] and wien2wannier[34] programs,
with an initial guess for the orbitals as the 3d orbitals
of Cr and Co, and 3s and 3p orbitals of Al. The surface
spectral functions were calculated by the Green’s func-
tion approach,[35] implemented in the wanniertools
package.[36]
III. TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTER
First we address topological properties of the compen-
sated ferrimagnetic half-metal Cr2CoAl, in the absence
of SOC. The weak effects of SOC will be discussed below.
Compared with the metallic spin-up bands,[27] features
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FIG. 2: (a) GGA spin-up band structure of Cr2CoAl near EF=0 in the absence of SOC. The spin-down bands (not shown)
are gapped at EF . The blue square indicates nodal points. (b,c) Enlarged spin-up plots around the Weyl points lying around
–0.07 eV along the X −W line, and along a line parallel to the [1¯10] direction, respectively. W1 (W2) denotes a WP with
positive (negative) chirality at (0.4132,0,0.887) 2pi
a
[(0,0.4132,0.887) 2pi
a
]. (d) Bands enlarged around the TNPs, lying just 10
meV above EF along the [001] direction (SOC neglected). The red dots denote a pair of symmetry related TNPs, with the ∆1
band having essentially zero velocity at the crossing. (e) Effect of SOC on the TNP, showing a hybridization splitting of 10
meV, for spin along the (001) direction. (f) Plot of the pi-Berry phase for the nodal loops, indicating topologically nontrivial
loops. For the trivial nodal lines, the Berry phase is zero. (g) Plot of the nodal lines: a trivial along the Γ − X rotational
axis, meeting with topologically nontrivial nodal loops centered on X. Only the loops oriented along the zˆ direction are shown.
Nexus fermions appear midway along Γ − X, marked by blue dots. TNPs (blue dots) occur at crossing points of two nodal
lines lying on two perpendicular mirror planes.
of interest in the down bands (not shown) lie relatively
far away from EF (lower than about –0.4 eV). Thus only
the spin-up bands will be discussed in more detail.
Figure 2(a) displays the band structure near EF . In
this region, the spin-up bands contain triplet t1u and dou-
blet e1u manifolds driven by the hybridization among the
3d orbitals of Cr1, Co, and Cr2 ions, as previously dis-
cussed by some of the current authors.[27] Along each
of the twelve X −W lines in the BZ, a linear crossing
occurs below EF at EWP = −74 meV. To reveal the ori-
gin of the nodal points, their chiralities are calculated by
the Wannier charge center approach implemented in the
wanniertools package.[36] Figure 2(c) shows two WPs
with opposite chirality along a line parallel to the [1¯10] di-
rection. In total, there are twelve pairs of WPs protected
by the six mirror planes and three two-fold rotation sym-
metries, as displayed on the bulk BZ in Fig. 1(b). The
positions and chiralities are given in the caption of Fig. 2.
As mentioned above, magnetic Weyl semimetals with P
symmetry have an odd number of pairs of WPs,[4] but
this system has an even number due to lack of both T
and P symmetries.
A second feature is the band crossing between doublet
and singlet bands just above EF at ETNP=10 meV along
the Γ − X line having C2v symmetry, enlarged in Fig.
2(d). These Weyl touchings do not fit well with the types
of Ghang et al.[23] who classified crossings as of the same
sign, or opposite signs. This band touching accidentally
occurs when one band has zero velocity: static fermions
crossing and mixing with Weyl fermions.
In this cubic system, there are three pairs of TNPs.
(For the origin of the TNPs, see below.) Each TNP lies
midway along the Γ −X line. The doublet bands along
(0,0,kz) have mostly dxz, dyz character of the Co and Cr1
ions, whereas the singlet band has mainly dz2 character
of the Co and Cr2 ions, with some mixing of Cr2 dxy.
This crossing, however, leads to a third unexpected
feature. Around –0.1 eV midway along the U − L line
two bands cross, one again with essentially zero velocity.
Unusually, in one direction perpendicular to this line, the
band touching persists. Nodal line calculations, using the
wanniertools code,[36] establish that the crossing leads
to two intersecting nodal lines on the two perpendicular
mirror planes about the C2 rotational axis, as given in
Fig. 2(g). Analysis of the Berry phase[37–39] or the
behavior of hybrid Wannier charge centers[40] can clarify
the occurrence and topological nature of a nodal line.
One way is by calculating the Berry phase by integrat-
ing around a closed loop in the BZ,[37, 41] as shown in
Fig. 2(f). The integral vanishes (modulo 2pi) unless it
encircles a nontrivial nodal line. This method even al-
lows, for topological loops with Zeeman (magnetic) band
splitting, the detection of the nodal lines after splitting
by SOC.[38, 39] Alternatively, the Berry phase result-
ing from the sum of the hybrid Wannier charge centers
z(~k‖) shows a jump when z(~k‖) crosses the projection of
a topological nodal loop.[40] For this noncentrosymmet-
ric space group the Berry phase is no longer quantized,
but the topology-revealing jump still occurs. (See the
Supplementary Material.)[42] The TNPs lie at the cross-
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ing points of these X-centered nodal loops and a trivial
nodal line along the rotational axis imposed by crystal
symmetry, resulting in the curious nexus fermionic re-
gion. With quadratically touching bands, the 1D nodal
line along Γ−X is topologically trivial.[20, 23]
IV. ORIGIN OF TRIPLE NODAL POINTS
TNPs occur most commonly along symmetry lines
when a nondegenerate band crosses a doubly degen-
erate band. Since the band eigenfunctions belong to
different irreducible representations of the little group,
there is no matrix element of the Hamiltonian (which
has the full symmetry of the crystal) to mix the bands,
and they cross. Nevertheless, the crossing causes the
eigenset at the TNP to become non-analytic, leading to
possible topological character. (See the Supplementary
Materials.)[42]
In this magnetic and noncentrosymmetric inverse-
Heusler material, TNPs can arise along the Γ −X lines
(in the absence of SOC). Such TNPs along the Γ − X
line of the C2v point group have not been considered be-
fore. The TNPs along the Γ − X line result from the
conventional little group symmetries along the ∆ line in
the F 4¯3m space group.
V. SURFACE STATES
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the (001) surface spectral
functions along symmetry lines for the two terminations
Cr1-Co and Cr2-Al, respectively. The mapping from the
bulk BZ onto the surface BZ is presented in Fig. 1(b).
Note that the spectra along the Γ¯ − X¯ and Γ¯ − Y¯ lines
are asymmetric due to surface termination breaking of
square symmetry. This asymmetry is also reflected in the
isoenergy spectral densities shown throughout the surface
BZ Figs. 3(c)–3(f), where their structures are identical
only along the diagonal directions.
Near EF , several surface states are visible for both ter-
minations. Topological nodal lines lead to drumhead sur-
face states within the projection of the loop, with (usu-
ally) low dispersive surface states,[37, 43] suspected to
support instabilities toward surface superconductivity or
magnetism when they lie near EF . (Drumhead states in
isoenergy spectra appear as closed contours within pro-
jection of the nodal loop, or as lines terminating at the
edge of the projection.) Along the Γ¯ − Y¯ line, the weak
drumhead related states lying near EF appear around
–75 meV (+75 meV) for the Cr1-Co (Cr2-Al) termina-
tion, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). However, the main
nodal loop projection is along the Γ¯− M¯ (see below).
Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the isoenergy spectral den-
sities of the two terminations at the WP energy EWP =–
74 meV. Fermi arcs can be seen connecting WPs with
opposite chirality. We also show the spectral densities
at the TNP energy ETNP = 10 meV in Figs. 3(e) and
3(f). In addition to the one projecting onto Γ¯, TNPs are
projected near the midpoint of Γ¯− M¯ lines. In the Cr1-
Co termination, Fermi arcs connecting pairs of TNPs are
visible, losing intensity as they merge into the bulk spec-
trum. At the WP energy, Fig. 3(c), arcs extend between
TNPs without merging into bulk bands. The nearness of
the TNPs to EF make them amenable to measurement.
We are not aware of any topological invariant involving
TNPs having been identified in a real material.[3]
A. Effects of spin-orbit coupling
Lowering of symmetry and lifting of degeneracies by
SOC depend on the direction of magnetization, thus the
(still near) topological character can be anisotropic. Ef-
fects of SOC on WPs in inverse-Heusler compounds have
been analyzed by Shi et al.,[13] where they establish
the minor effect for most purposes. We calculate the
magnetic anisotropy energy of Cr2CoAl to be at most 4
meV/f.u., with the (111) direction favored slightly. Just
as the spin moments exactly cancel due to antialigned
atomic moments, the SOC-driven orbital moments and
change in spin moments, already small, also cancel, with
the result µs = 0.01, µorb = −0.02, µnet = −0.01, in µB .
Figure 2(e) shows a closeup view of the GGA+SOC
band structure near the TNPs along the Γ − X001 line
with spin along (001). SOC leads to a hybridization
splitting of about 10 meV at the TNPs, but affects the
Fermi surface very little. This mixing strength is mi-
nor compared with the observed high Curie tempera-
ture of kBTC ≈ 65 meV. Kim et al. have shown that
a tiny gap, comparable with the size of thermal fluctua-
tion ETNP /kB , results in surface spectra and transport
properties similar to those without SOC.[22]
VI. SUMMARY
We have also studied the isovalent and isostructural Ga
and In analogs. In addition to WPs, these systems also
show nexus fermions very near EF midway along the Γ−
X line in the spin-up channel. The energies are –6 (–190)
meV for Cr2CoGa (Cr2CoIn). (See the Supplementary
Material.)[42]
In summary, using first principles calculations we have
uncovered a unique combination of topological charac-
ter and compensated half-metallic magnetic order in the
noncentrosymmetric, time-reversal symmetry breaking
inverse Heusler compound Cr2CoAl. Directly associated
with the lack of P and T symmetries, Cr2CoAl displays
a combination of four unusual degeneracies: magnetic
Weyl points, triple nodal points, both topological and
trivial nodal loops that interconnect, and nexus fermions.
All of these occur in a half metal with compensating mag-
netic moments, which provide no macroscopic magnetic
field that would complicate some probes. Specifically, the
gapped spin-down electrons will not interfere with the
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FIG. 3: Several views of surface spectra neglecting SOC, with bright yellow indicating high surface intensity. Top and bottom
rows of panels are for the Cr1-Co and Cr2-Al surface terminations, respectively. (a)–(b): The (001) surface spectral functions
of the spin-up channel along symmetry lines. These are followed by isoenergy spectral densities of the surface states at energy
lying at the WPs (middle column) and TNPs (right column). The WPs in (c) and (d) are denoted as green and red circles,
whereas the light-blue squares of (e) and (f) indicate TNPs. The X¯ and Y¯ points in (a) and (b) lie at each midpoint of adjacent
faces of the surface BZ, outlined by white lines in panels (c)–(f). The high-symmetry points relative to bulk are provided in
Fig. 1(b).
spin-up topological features within the gap. The weak
SOC in 3d metals leads to tiny orbital moments and band
shifts that are negligible for most purposes.
Unprecedented TNPs emerge along the C2v (i.e., Γ −
X) line due to a combination of the rotation and mirror
point group symmetries. These TNPs along the Γ − X
line interconnect with nodal links on the mirror planes,
leading to nexus fermions lying right above the Fermi
energy in the spin-up channel. The combination of com-
pensated half-metallicity and nexus points very near the
Fermi energy, with high Curie temperature and minor
SOC effects, makes Cr2CoAl a promising candidate to
realize an observable nexus fermion phase using modern
spectroscopies and transport studies. Many of these fea-
tures should be generic in inverse-Heusler magnets, with
energetic positions depending on the specific compound.
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VIII. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
IX. CHARACTERS OF TRIPLE NODAL
POINTS AND LINES
Figure 4 provides more detail about the nodal points
and lines discussed in the main text; see the caption for
explanation.
The unusual variations in band dispersion at emerge
from the topological TNP are shown in Fig. 5.
X. BAND STRUCTURES AND SURFACE
SPECTRA OF THE Ga AND In ANALOGS
Figure 6 provides the bands near EF for the isostruc-
tural and isovalent compounds Cr2CoGa and Cr2CoIn,
showing how the different energy positions (“different
chemistry”) affect the various band crossings.
Figures 7 and 8 show the surface spectral functions
for Cr2CoGa and Cr2CoIn, respectively, presented as for
Cr2CoAl in Fig. 3 of the main text. See the captions for
descriptions of the various panels.
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FIG. 4: (a),(b) Band crossings around nodal points at ~ka = (0, 0.1153, 0.1153) and ~kb = (0, 0.3458, 0.3458) in units of
2pi
a
. The
(blue) filled circles denote quadratic crossings of the type-α (trivial) nodal lines, whereas the (red) circles mark linear crossing
of the type-β (nontrivial) nodal loops on the mirror planes. The paths are described by dashed lines in (c), which is (001)
projection of the bulk Brillouin zone. The (red) solid lines indicate some of nodal lines and loops. (d) Plot of the hybrid
Wannier charge center WCC z(~k‖) of the nodal loops of (c) for ~k‖ along the indicated path, showing the jump in Berry phase
as the WCC passes through the projection of the topological nodal loop.
FIG. 5: Band dispersions around the non-analytic TNP in Cr2CoAl, illustrating the various types of dispersion that eminate
from the TNP at (0.2527,0.2527,0) 2pi
a
.
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FIG. 6: GGA blowup spin-up band structures near EF of (a) Cr2CoGa and (b) Cr2CoIn, which are similar to that of Cr2CoAl,
in the absence of SOC. The red (blue) dots denote triple (Weyl) nodal points, while the (blue) box indicates nodal points
leading to nodal line on each mirror planes. In (b), the positions of W1 and W2 points are given by ( 1
2
, 1
4
,− 1
4
) and ( 1
4
, 3
4
, 1
2
),
respectively, in units of 2pi
a
.
FIG. 7: Surface spectra of Cr2CoGa, neglecting SOC, with bright yellow indicating high surface intensity. Top and bottom
rows of panels are for the Cr1-Co and Cr2-Ga surface terminations, respectively. (a), (b): the (001) surface spectral functions
of the spin-up channel along symmetry lines. These are followed by isoenergy spectral densities of the surface states lying at
the WP energy EWP=–48 meV (middle column) and at the TNP energy ETNP=–6 meV (right column). The WPs in (c) and
(d) are denoted green and red circles, whereas the light-blue squares of (e) and (f) indicate TNPs. The X¯ and Y¯ points in
(a),(b) lie at each midpoint of adjacent faces of the surface BZ, outlined by white lines in panels (c)–(f).
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FIG. 8: Correspondence of Fig. 7 for Cr2CoIn. Top and bottom rows of panels are for the Cr1-Co and Cr2-In surface
terminations, respectively. The corresponding topological points lie at EWP=–130 meV, ETNP =–190 meV.
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